GreenSun® ES-99
99.5% Elemental Sulphur
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GUARANTEED ANALYSIS
Sulfur (S) .............................................................99.5%
Derived from: elemental sulfur.

®

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

GreenSun® ES99 is a pastille-shaped form of elemental sulfur
which is formulated using new and improved methods as compared
to other conventional granulation methods. This material is formed
from pure molten sulfur, is very easy to handle, and has a low dust
content (<0.5%) allowing for maximum safety during industrial
handling processes. Because of its superior quality, GreenSun®
ES99 is uniquely adapted for a wide array of industrial applications,
including but not limited to steel making, mining, fruit processing,
pulp and paper, and other industries that require sulfur.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Density				
Particle Size			
Color				
Fines content at manuf.		
Impurities (carbon, ash)		
Angle of repose			

76 lbs/ft3
- 6 mesh, + 10 mesh
Bright yellow
< 0.5%
< 0.05%
29 degrees

GENERAL APPLICATION AND USE
RECOMMENDATIONS

GreenSun® ES99 is an excellent choice for industrial processes
that require burning sulfur. Recommendations vary as to each
individual industrial use and application.

HANDLING AND STORAGE

GreenSun® ES99 should be stored in a well-ventilated location to
minimize accumulation of dust. Always use stringent dust control
procedures to prevent a concentration of flammable dust from
reaching a spark or flame source. GreenSun® ES99 should not
be blended or stored with strong oxidizing agents. Avoid the use of
augers due to fracturing of the material. Avoid inhalation of dust if
possible. Avoid contact with skin and eyes. Wear proper protective
equipment when handling. Dispose of used bags in accordance with
local, state, and federal regulations.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
WARNING: This product contains substances known to the State of
California to cause cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive harm.
WARRANTY: CoreAgri warrants that the product conforms to its
chemical description and is reasonably fit for the purpose stated on
the label when used in accordance with directions under normal
conditions of use; but neither this warranty nor any other warranty
of merchantability or fitness of a particular product expressed
or implied, extends to the use of this product contrary to label
conditions, or under conditions not reasonably foreseeable to the
seller; and buyer assumes the risk of any such use.
NOTICE: Information regarding the contents and levels of metals in
this product is available on the internet at: http://www.regulatoryinfo-coreagri.com
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Distributed by:

COREAGRI, LLC

PO Box 1027
Arroyo Grande, CA 93421
800•385•4715
www.coreagri.com

NET WEIGHT:
50 POUNDS (22.68 KG)
2500 POUNDS (1134 KG)

